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Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee, 

I am writing to you to oppose SB 348! This SB is the exact same as Measure 114, 

Which is now being  

challenged both in State and Federal Court because of the unconstitutional nature. 

Groups like Lift Every  

Voice, and Mother Demand Action are influencing the Oregon legislature to 

circumvent the court  

proceedings. My Second amendment right does not come from the government and 

our constitution is  

a document that prevents government overreach! My second amendment right is 

protected! All  

Oregonians should fear any right being stripped by the government. 

The Bruen decision that came out last June from the supreme court did set a new 

standard on how 2A  

rights are supposed to be viewed. SB 348 is in direct violation of this ruling! I stand 

with every Oregonian  

and am challenging this in court, and it will be overturned! SB 348 raises the PTP 

from $65.00 to $150,  

first we don’t pay for a right given to us by the constitution, second, it's making it 

nearly impossible for  

low-income people and single parent household to purchase a gun to defend 

themselves in this inflated  

era of crime. It is time you start listening to your constituents, not the ones that pay 

you and help you  

stay in POWER!  

Measure 114 and SB 348 does nothing but make legal gun owners criminals ! I am 

not a criminal!  

Measure 114 should have never been on the ballot, it is unconstitional, Secretary of 

State Shima Fagan  

was in direct dereliction of her duties and should be recalled. Attorney general Ellen 

Rosenbaum is  

supposed to remain apolitical, but she abused her position to wage war on law 

abiding citizens! Now the  

Oregon legislature is following suit! The lawlessness in Oregon needs to be stopped! 

Oregon Gun  

owners are not the enemy, the criminals that do not follow the laws are the enemy. 

Thank you for your time, 

Kevin Tiebout Eugene Oregon  


